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Introduction:  NASA’s Commercial Lunar Pay-

load Services (CLPS) initiative has the ambitious goal 

of furthering the commercial development of the lunar 

surface and advancing its exploration. The Moon’s 

unwelcoming nature, extreme and harsh surface condi-

tions, make clear that robotics will be an integral part 

of any mission—especially those with sustainability in 

mind. Diurnal temperatures on the lunar surface swing 

much more widely and dip much lower than on Earth, 

getting as low as -173.15 °C and lasting around four-

teen Earth days, which is dangerously cold and pro-

longed, even for robots. And this phenomenon, espe-

cially during the long lunar night, has serious conse-

quences for all missions, robotic and human. 

Good efforts are already being made in lunar robot-

ics through programs like VIPER that intend to survive  

by avoiding shadow as much as possible, but that does 

not directly address the problem, shown by its 100 day 

mission duration.  

Concept Idea:  The proposed robot hibernation 

concept addresses this critical problem through a 

unique solution which takes advantage of one key 

fact—the lunar regolith in a vacuum environment is a 

good thermal insulator. At approximately 30 cm below 

the surface, the ambient temperatures remain more 

stable and survivable. This characteristic can be valua-

ble for the survival of electromechanical robotic sys-

tems. 

A robot hibernation architectural concept for lunar 

exploration is proposed, that takes advantage of the 

ground surface regolith mass already present on the 

Moon to survive the frigid temperatures of the lunar 

night. By building a swarm of robots (small but col-

laborative, and large in number) and enabling them to 

dig beneath the lunar surface, this concept hopes to 

prove that subsurface dwelling is a viable method of 

surviving the lunar night on the Moon. Burrowing un-

der loose boulders and rocks to create a thermally sta-

ble environment is also suggested as an option. 

In addition, this concept believes the swarm nature 

of the robots will allow them to robustly perform 

meaningful work using solar power during the lunar 

day. They may prepare the surface for development or 

collect regolith in preparation of 3D printing useful 

elements like tiles and bricks for structures, thus find-

ing a balance between thermal ruggedness and utility. 

It is proposed that all of this is demonstrated to be part 

of a CLPS mission with lunar night survival as the 

primary objective and useful work as secondary. Upon 

successful demonstration, this robot hibernation con-

cept could very well kick off the process towards a 

sustainable, naturally protected subsurface human and 

robotic presence on the Moon. 
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